
The „other” GLORIA! 
Discover extinguishers with new benefits!

Beverage Dispenser (6 kg or 9 kg type)

For you, GLORIA partners - or extinguishers lovers - we have expanded our product 
range. Discover everyday objects in non-ordinary design, which can be ideal as gifts for 
Christmas! Each of the design objects is unique and handmade.

Now we will take the „other” fire extinguisher within the program. From now until 
Christmas, you can obtain promotional prices and secure your favorite piece!

Browse the following pages of the brochure sales campaign. With the order form on 
the last page you can order easily.

We hope you enjoy the use or give away!

So it can be ideally trigger! 
The mini-bar in 6 kg or 9 kg fire 
extinguisher including four schnap-
ps or three highball glasses and 
shelves for glasses.

The door protects against courious 
eyes and can be quickly opened 
with the small knob.

* Delivery is excluding drinks bottle.

Sales campaign 2016



Mini-bar with plexi shelves

Trashcan

Convert a fire extinguisher into a 
shelf for small items or as a perfect 
complement to the beverage 
dispenser!

Including the shelves in Plexiglas.

A must for your office!
Accessorise your office with an unusual object. 

This trashcan is absolutely extraordinary!

* - Delivery without decoration.
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Stand Ashtray

Clock

If the fag burns, this fire extinguisher ashtray is best prepared already!

A designer gadget for the wall of your office or other other premises.

* - The delivery is without lighter and cigarette.

* - The delivery is without batteries.
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Spray Pipe on board
For all lovers of deletion!
The real injection tube was in use which attest 
traces. 

The tube is attached to a decorative board that 
will fit in perfectly in any wall decoration instal-
lation.

Umbrella Stand
The cold and wet season is coming! 
The umbrella stand will help your office or hall 
remain dry.

* - Delivery without umbrellas.
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Coffee Dispenser
The eye-catcher for business 
meetings and celebrations!

* - The delivery is without cups.

Beer Dispenser
A star of every party! 
The beer dispenser extinguisher for four 
beer glasses and elevated shelf for the 
keg for slight beer-tap.

The door protects against courious eyes 
and can be quickly opened with the 
small knob.

When closed barrel and glasses can be 
transported easily and safely.

Suitable for all conventional, 
commercially available, 5 liter party 
kegs!

* - The delivery is without beer keg and glasses.
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Best wishes

Your GLORIA Team

Sales campaign 2016

Article Price (€) Order Quantity

Beverage Dispenser 6 kg incl. 4 shot glasses 74,00

Beverage Dispenser 9 kg incl. 4 shot glasses 82,00

Beverage Dispenser 6 kg incl. 3 shot glasses 82,00

Mini-bar with plexi shelves 87,00

Trashcan 63,00

Stand Ashtray 45,60

Clock 29,90

Spray Pipe on board 57,70

Umbrella Stand 55,00

Coffee Dispenser 79,00

Beer Dispenser 97,90

Customer No. Place and Date Stamp / signature

Once you browsed through the „Sales campaign”, you can quickly fill out the order form 
on this page and you will soon hold your own design object in your hands. 

Use this unique pre-Christmas offer and get already great gifts, leave the impression! ! 

* - The delivery time is approximately 10 working days.

Dear Customer
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